
    

    

Sleepover  Sleepover  

Sleepover  Sleepover  Sleepover  

Sleepover  

A bed for everyone A bed for everyone A bed for everyone 

A bed for everyone A bed for everyone A bed for everyone 



    

    

Ironburner  Ironburner  

Ironburner Ironburner  Ironburner 

Ironburner  

100 pieces of iron melted 100 pieces of iron melted 100 pieces of iron melted 

100 pieces of iron melted 100 pieces of iron melted 100 pieces of iron melted 



    

    

Diamond-

collector  

Collect 100 diamonds Collect 100 diamonds Collect 100 diamonds 

Collect 100 diamonds Collect 100 diamonds Collect 100 diamonds 

Diamond-

collector  

Diamond-

collector  

Diamond-

collector  

Diamond-

collector  

Diamond-

collector  



    

    

20 Spiders  20 Spiders 

20 sSpiders 20 Spiders 20 Spiders 

20 Spiders  



    

    

20 Zombies  20 Zombies 

20 Zombies 20 Zombies 20 Zombies 

20 Zombies  



    

    

20 Endermen  20 Endermen 

20 Endermen 20 Endermen 20 Endermen 

20 Endermen 



    

    

Survive a 

night  

Survive a 

night  

Survive a 

night  

Survive a 

night  

Survive a 

night  

Survive a 

night  

Everyone survives a night together Everyone survives a night together Everyone survives a night together 

Everyone survives a night together Everyone survives a night together Everyone survives a night together 



    

    

4 
Tool Time 

4 
Tool Time 

4 
Tool Time 

4 
Tool Time 

4 Tool Time 4 Tool Time 

make a full set of basic tools 

including: a pick, an axe, a shovel, a 

hoe, and a sword. 

make a full set of basic tools 

including: a pick, an axe, a shovel, a 

hoe, and a sword. 

make a full set of basic tools 

including: a pick, an axe, a shovel, a 

hoe, and a sword. 

make a full set of basic tools 

including: a pick, an axe, a shovel, a 

hoe, and a sword. 

make a full set of basic tools 

including: a pick, an axe, a shovel, a 

hoe, and a sword. 

make a full set of basic tools 

including: a pick, an axe, a shovel, a 

hoe, and a sword. 



    

    

4 
New Home 

4 
New Home 

4 
New Home 

4 
New Home 

4 New Home 4 New Home 

Build a real home. It should have at 

least two floors and three rooms. 

Build a real home. It should have at 

least two floors and three rooms. 

Build a real home. It should have at 

least two floors and three rooms. 

Build a real home. It should have at 

least two floors and three rooms. 

Build a real home. It should have at 

least two floors and three rooms. 

Build a real home. It should have at 

least two floors and three rooms. 



    

    

1 
Stockpile 

1 
Stockpile 

1 
Stockpile 

1 
Stockpile 

1 Stockpile 1 Stockpile 

Build at least four mini storage chests 

or two large storage chest. 

Build at least four mini storage chests 

or two large storage chest. 

Build at least four mini storage chests 

or two large storage chest. 

Build at least four ministorage chests 

or two large storage chest. 

Build at least four mini storage chests 

or two large storage chest. 

Build at least four mini storage chests 

or two large storage chest. 



    

    

1 
Paintings 

1 1 

1 1 1 

Decorate your house with 2 paintings Decorate your house with 2 paintings Decorate your house with 2 paintings 

Decorate your house with 2 paintings Decorate your house with 2 paintings Decorate your house with 2 paintings 

Paintings Paintings 

Paintings Paintings Paintings 



    

    

20 Spiders  20 Spiders 

20 sSpiders 20 Spiders 20 Spiders 

20 Spiders  



    

    

Forest-biome Forest-biome Forest-biome 

Forest-biome Forest-biome Forest-biome 

Find a Forest-biome. Find a Forest-biome. Find a Forest-biome. 

Find a Forest-biome. Find a Forest-biome. Find a Forest-biome. 



    

    

Desert-biome Desert-biome Desert-biome 

Desert-biome Desert-biome Desert-biome 

Find a Desert-biome. Find a Desert-biome. Find a Desert-biome. 

Find a Desert-biome. Find a Desert-biome. Find a Desert-biome. 



    

    

Desert-biome Desert-biome Desert-biome 

Desert-biome Desert-biome Desert-biome 

Find a Desert-biome. Find a Desert-biome. Find a Desert-biome. 

Find a Desert-biome. Find a Desert-biome. Find a Desert-biome. 



    

    

Swordplay Swordplay Swordplay 

Swordplay Swordplay Swordplay 


